Justin advised me that Secretary Clinton's clintonemail.com account was later added to
this existing server when she transitioned from the email address she had used while she
was in the Senate. I believe that Justin advised me that Bryan Pagliano had assisted with
the installation of this newer server. While I do not recall the duration of these
conversations, I do believe that Justin and I were the only parties to these conversations.

4.

Name all individuals Justin Cooper identified, if any, in all conversations described

m your answers to Interrogatory No. 3 above with knowledge about the setup of the
"clintonemail.com" system. Include in your answer the title and positions of all persons he
identified, including but not limited to all employees identified from the State Department.
Response:
To the best of my recollection, I believe Justin identified Bryan Pagliano as having
knowledge about the initial set up of the clintonemail.com system.

5.

Describe with specificity each conversation you had with Oscar Flores concerning

the setup of the "clintonemail.com" system that hosted Secretary Clinton's and Ms. Abedin's
"clintonemail.com" email accounts, including, to the extent such issues were discussed, any and
all server( s) used for the system and accounts, when the servers and accounts were set up, who set
them up, where they were set up, how they were set up, and why they were set up. Also include
in your answer, when each conversation took place, names of all persons present during each
conversation, method of communication (whether in person or otherwise) and the approximate
duration of each conversation. You may limit your answer to the time period after you left the
State Department on or around February 1, 2013.
Response:
To the best of my recollection, I recall one telephone conversation with Oscar Flores about
Secretary Clinton's email system in early 2015. While I do not recall the duration of the
call, I do believe it was relatively short and that Oscar and I were the only parties to this
conversation. I recall that Oscar advised me that President Clinton's personal staffs email
had been on an Apple computer or server and that at some point the personal staffs email

was migrated to new equipment. I believe that Oscar advised me that Justin Cooper, who
had previously served as President Clinton's aide and advisor, might have more
information about the email system than Oscar had.

6.

Name all individuals Oscar Flores identified, if any, in all conversations described

m your answers to Interrogatory No. 5 above with knowledge about the setup of the

"clintonemail.com" system. Include in your answer the title and positions of all persons he
identified, including but not limited to all employees identified from the State Department.
Response:
To the best of my recollection, I believe that Oscar identified Justin Cooper as potentially
having more information than Oscar had about the initial set up of the clintonemail.com
system.
Dated: July 11, 2016
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